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WELCOME TO THE 

EUNIS 2003 CONFERENCE

BEYOND THE NETWORK - 

INNOVATIVE IT SERVICES

We would like to welcome you to the ninth EUNIS conference, 
this year in Amsterdam.

The general theme of EUNIS 2003 is 
“Beyond the Network: Innovative IT Services”.
EUNIS 2003 is a multidisciplinary conference for managers, 
researchers, teachers and practitioners. At EUNIS 2003 we 
present and discuss the latest developments, applications and 
impact of Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) at 
colleges and universities. The conference offers a unique 
opportunity to meet participants from all over Europe.

We are looking forward to an outstanding programme with a wide 
variety of sessions from which you can choose. 

The conference includes the following events:

s a pre-conference day with workshops and excursion 
s keynote speeches at the start and the end of the conference
s invited speakers for the different tracks, every day
s more than 100 paper presentations 
s four presentations from companies
s ten presentations with the highlights of the Netherlands
s a small exhibition 
s social events around the conference programme 

We are very pleased that you are here to participate in what we 
hope to be an inspiring and stimulating conference. 

And, of course, we welcome you to the City of Amsterdam and 
hope you have a most pleasant visit and stay in our beautiful city.

Marij Veugelers
Organisation Committee Chair

Hans Dijkman
Programme Committee Chair



INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND QUALITY CONTROL|room D109

Outsourcing the university computing centre: the Utrecht experience
Peter Schelleman, Chief Information Officer Utrecht University, Utrecht, 
The Netherlands

Major corporations are outsourcing IT. At university level such deals are still rela-
tively scarce. Utrecht University, the largest research university in the Netherlands,
decided to outsource its computing centre in 1999. The contract is in its fourth year
and considered a success. IT services have improved while customer satisfaction
has risen and total costs are less.
The presentation will cover the reasons for outsourcing, the advantages and pitfalls.
Any outsourcing deal will have to fit strategic goals of the university, but implies
organisational changes to optimise benefits and lower costs. A switch from mana-
ging hardware and software to providing services requires strong IT governance at
board level. The Utrecht IT public-private experience provides valuable lessons for
universities now considering outsourcing or being faced with rising customer
demands the IT centre has difficulty in meeting.   

13:45 – 14:00 Switch

14:00 – 14:45 SESSION 1
FULL PAPERS (two presentations in 45 minutes)

E-LEARNING IN HIGHER EDUCATION|room D009

Student information skills training in the e-learning age
Andrew Rothery, Anne Hannaford,
University College Worcester, United Kingdom

Students have always been provided with training and support for fundamental
skills in information technology, computing and information literacy. This presenta-
tion reviews the ways in which fundamental skills training has changed in the UK in
response to the increasing e-learning dimension within university courses. To illus-
trate the general principles, the presentation describes the particular course recent-
ly developed jointly by the IT Service and Library Service at University College
Worcester indicating the reasons for change and looking into the future for us all.
Keywords: Information literacy, e-learning, student skills

Concourse: The design of an online Collaborated Writing Center
Dr. Sjoerd de Vries, Communication Studies, University of Twente, The Netherlands

The project presented here is Concourse. The project is aiming at the development
of an online writing community as a study support environment for students in
Higher Education. Concourse is the name of an online collaborated writing center
and is intended as a virtual space for online interaction, a place for collaborated
writing in a knowledge rich environment. It offers services required for professional
development of students and for the development and exploitation of knowledge
about scientific writing. Examples of services provided by the system are services
for information access, information dissemination, communication, study rooms,
research, support, coaching, training and study, and knowledge management. In
this presentation, we present our design research approach that we applied in the
Concourse project. After that, we elaborate on the design guidelines and the online
collaborated writing center Concourse based on these guidelines, as a part of this
approach.Keywords: Online knowledge communities, design research, collaborated writing
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11:30 – 13:00 Lunch break
Walk to the restaurant of the Universiteit van Amsterdam, 
the Atrium, Oudezijds Achterburgwal 237 
(see on the map in this programme)

12:30 – 18:00 Exhibition central hall Faculty of Law

13:00 – 13:45 Three invited speakers at the Faculty of Law

E-LEARNING IN HIGHER EDUCATION|room D009

Can we support CCSL?
Educational, social and technological affordances for learning
Paul A. Kirschner, Professor Open University, The Netherlands

Computer-mediated worldwide networks have enabled a shift from contiguous
learning groups to asynchronous distributed learning groups utilising computer-
supported collaborative learning environments. Although these environments can
support communication and collaboration, research and field observation report
findings that are not always positive about their working. This address focuses on
the factors causing the disappointing results, centring on the educational, social
and technical affordances that could/should be provided. The desired social inter-
action and educational activities do not occur simply because the environment
makes it possible. Neglecting the social, educational and technical affordances
dooms CSCL to a marginal role in education. The first part of the address will deal
with what affordances are and expands the concept to include the social, educa-
tional, and technological affordances of CSCL environments and the role they play
in achieving collaboration and learning. The second part will deal with three factors
that influence the educational affordances of collaborative learning and the way in
which OTEC is attempting to study them.

E-UNIVERSITY: INTEGRATED INFORMATION SYSTEMS,
DESIGN AND MIDDLEWARE|room F001

Next generation virtual community applications - adressing the pedagogical and 
collaborative agenda in learning network services
Kennet Lindquist, CEO, Swedish TelePedagogic Knowledge Centre, Sweden

This presentation will address some key issues relating to community of practices,
community of professionals and/or virtual communities. It will focus on the mental
and organisational readiness to invest in virtual community initiatives and propose
potential methods and means to address the required readiness development on
individual and organisational levels. The presentation will in particular elaborate on
means of addressing different stages of involvement in a community and highlight
the level of functionality needed to satisfy and stimulate this involvement. It will also
propose how to build up to full engagement in the community on an organisational
and community levels. Examples and illustrations will be drawn from a range of
European-wide virtual communities as well as draw from conclusions and propos-
als developed for the planned Swedish national net-university network services.
Proposals on models for provision of innovative IT services for virtual communities
and community of practices will be made that potentially will take the conventional
online community services, pedagogically and collaboratively, beyond the network-
ing as practiced today. These models will also will be exemplified with pilot applica-
tions from different virtual communities. The presentation will be concluded with an
evaluative reflections on the practices of building of communities of professionals,
with highlights on some do's and don'ts when aspiring to provide virtual community
services that in contrast to the prevailing modality of 'learning as a way of doing'
has the ambition to facilitate a Learning Society oriented modality of 'learning as a
way of being'.22




